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Paper III : (100 Questions, from Question No 1 to 100)

1. Which of the following information for a specific duration,  is not required while calculating

understay %

(a) Total number of understay

(b) Total number of overstay

(c) Total number of checkouts

(d) Total number of expected check outs

2. Ratio of realized revenue to potential revenue is

(a) Room rate achievement factor

(b) Rate spread

(c) Yield

(d) Potential average rate

3. Which of the following is a low demand revenue management tactic

(a) Restrict discounts

(b) Remove stay restrictions

(c) Raise rates as consistent with competitors

(d) Apply minimum length of stay restrictions

4. ARR  X  Occupancy percentage =

(a) Rev -Par

(b) Rev-PaG

(c) Achievement factor

(d) Yield

5. A hotel's occupancy performance in relation to other hotels within a predetermined competitive

set is called

(a) Occupancy ratio

(b) Market share

(c) Market potential

(d) Market scanning
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6. An outbreak of fire due to an electric short circuit is classified as

(a) Class A

(b) Class B

(c) Class C

(d) Class D

7. A Key that opens all guest room locks that are not double locked is known as

(a) Master key

(b) Grand master key

(c) Emergency key

(d) Guest room key

8. Formula to calculate guest's outstanding balance is

(a) Previous balance  plus  credit entries  minus debit entries

(b) Previous balance plus debit entries minus credit entries

(c) Previous balance minus debit entries plus credit entries

(d) Previous balance minus credit entries minus debit entries

9. Which of the following is NOT a step of the night audit process

(a) Establishing end of the day

(b) Completing outstanding postings

(c) Sending arrival notification slips

(d) Verifying no-shows

10. Night auditor is generally a member of

(a) Accounts department team

(b) Front office department team

(c) F&B control team

(d) HR Department team
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11. Pricing strategy in which a hotel charges different rates for the same product from different

people is known as

(a) Price disintegration

(b) Differential pricing

(c) Forecasted pricing

(d) Price stratification

12. Lowest rate for a given day is called as

(a) Yield rate

(b) Hurdle rate

(c) Rack rate

(d) Base rate

13. Hotel XYZ has 400 rooms. On a particular day 345 rooms are occupied with 520 guests staying

in-house. Calculate the multiple occupancy percentage

(a) 43.75

(b) 50.72

(c) 66.34

(d) 76.92

14. Hotel ABC has 500 rooms with an average rack rate of Rs. 5,000/. On a particular day 70 %

rooms are occupied at an ARR of Rs 4,000/. Calculate yield percentage

(a) 80

(b) 70

(c) 56

(d) 52

15. In which system of manual reservation , there is an option for overbooking

(a) Diary system

(b) Advance letting chart

(c) Conventional chart

(d) Density chart
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16. Which of the following is NOT a source of reservation

(a) Direct reservation

(b) Central Reservation System

(c) Telephone

(d) Global Distribution System

17. Cut-off date is applicable in case of

(a) Tentative reservation

(b) Wait listed reservation

(c) Non-guaranteed reservation

(d) Confirmed reservation

18. In rule of thumb approach for room tariff fixation, average occupancy for the year is

assumed as

(a) 50%

(b) 60%

(c) 70%

(d) 80%

19. Room with a temporary wooden partition dividing it into a bed room and living room is

known as

(a) Suite

(b) Junior Suite

(c) Parlour

(d) Efficiency room

20. For a hotel to get three star classified in India , minimum ______ % of rooms should have air-

conditioning

(a) 25

(b) 50

(c) 75

(d) 100
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21. Minimum ______  number of rooms are required for a hotel to get 5 star classification in India

(a) 10

(b) 25

(c) 50

(d) 100

22. GAAPs is a term associated with

(a) Contractual employees

(b) Outsourced services

(c) Accounting Principles

(d) Revenue management software

23. Room rate that does not include guest meals is known as

(a) American plan

(b) Bermuda Plan

(c) Continental Plan

(d) European Plan

24. Tactic to first sell the hotel's least expensive rooms is known as

(a) Up selling

(b) Upgrading

(c) Bottom-up selling

(d) Top-down selling

25. STR (often called as STAR) is an index used for

(a) Comparative measure of a hotel's operating performance

(b) Energy management audit of the hotel

(c) Back office accounting and interface liaison

(d) For evaluating guest service performance against pre-defined SOP
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26. Which of the following is a person responsible for cooking soups:

(a) Potager

(b) Boulanger

(c) Abouyer

(d) Trancheur

27. Which of the following is a popular Italian dish made with potato, flour ans cheese and poached

before being tossed in a sauce:

(a) Farfalle

(b) Cannelloni

(c) Gnocchi

(d) Shitake

28. Vegetable cut on a slant angle, sometimes also referred to as diamond cut; is:

(a) Chiffonade

(b) Chateau

(c) Macedoine

(d) Lozenge

29. A conical strainer used to strain liquids and stocks is:

(a) Vichyssoise

(b) Tempura

(c) Rixeed

(d) Chinois

30. Which of the following is a kind of herb used in kitchen:

(a) Kikoman

(b) Tarragon

(c) Dijon

(d) Pansotti
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31. French word for a kid lamb that is between 30 to 60 days of age; is:

(a) Jugge

(b) Bovine

(c) Agnelet

(d) Poussin

32. Which of the following is a variety of crustacean that resembles prawn:

(a) Scampi

(b) Rollmop

(c) Poularde

(d) Pieuvre

33. Which of the following is Not a vegetable cut:

(a) Brunoise

(b) Macedoine

(c) Jardinere

(d) Chalazae

34. Which of the following is Not a variety of Bread:

(a) Pita

(b) Focaccia

(c) Avocado

(d) Ciabatta

35. Making small holes in pastry goods to discourage puffing up is known as:

(a) Blind baking

(b) Whipping

(c) Folding

(d) Docking
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36. Which of the following is a material used in confectionery and is similar to marzipan but apricot

or peach kernels are used instead of almonds:

(a) Frangipan

(b) Zabaglian

(c) Ganache

(d) Persipan

37. A salad made by combining grated and squeezed cucumber with curd and peanuts; is:

(a) Koottu

(b) Kamrakh

(c) Koshambir

(d) Kurdai

38. A small bowl-shaped ladle made from coconut shell is called:

(a) Thavi

(b) Usal

(c) Seer

(d) Olan

39. Dried dumplings made from a paste of moong lentils are known as:

(a) Pattode

(b) Paddy

(c) Mangodi

(d) Mogu

40. Savoury snacks from Gujarat are:

(a) Mamra

(b) Farsan

(c) Khurchan

(d) Pithi
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41. 'Bangers' in the field of world food is:

(a) English term for sausages

(b) German style aged cheese

(c) A wrap with cabbage filling

(d) American term for stuffed tortillas

42. A term for buffet laid out in Scandinavian countries, is:

(a) Mezze

(b) Teppanyaki

(c) Smörgåsbord

(d) Gravalax

43. Which of the following is a chocolate with minimum 32 percent of cocoa fat:

(a) Conching chocolate

(b) Couverture

(c) Compound chocolate

(d) Sporture

44. A kind of dip or a sauce made by crushing the pulp of ripened avocadoes is known as:

(a) Fajita

(b) Salsa

(c) Tamale

(d) Guacamole

45. Which of the following is a half-moon cutter used for fine chopping:

(a) Mezzaluna

(b) Mocajette

(c) Aglioette

(d) Scolapuna
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46.  Which of the following is Not a pasta sauce:

(a) Puttanesca

(b) Alfredo

(c) Carbonara

(d) Chitarra

47. Which of the following is a preparation of chicken where it is stuffed with herb butter, crumbed

and deep fried:

(a) Á la Cordon bleu

(b) Á la Francaise

(c) Á la Anglaise

(d) Á la Kiev

48. Which of the following is a type of pasta or egg noodle made from flour, eggs and seasoning:

(a) Pretzel

(b) Pumpernickel

(c) Spatzle

(d) Leberknodel

49. The Flash Method used for Pasteurization of Milk is:

(a) Milk is heated to 71º C and held there for at least 15 seconds

(b) Milk is heated to 62º C and held there for at least 30 seconds

(c) Milk is heated to 55º C and held there for at least 15 minutes

(d) Milk is heated to 100º C and held there for at least 5 minutes

50. Sauce Mornay (derivative of Béchamel) is prepared by adding:

(a) Béchamel + grated gruyere cheese + liaison

(b) Béchamel + chopped onions + fresh cream

(c) Béchamel + parmesan cheese + capers

(d) Béchamel + processed cheese + chopped tomatoes
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51. They do heavy work such as carrying furniture, vessels & so on, in  banquet function:

(a) Porters

(b) Chef de salle

(c) Abouyers

(d) Dispense barmen

52. A napkin fold designed to put cutlery inside it, is:

(a) Sail

(b) Cone

(c) Pocket

(d) Bishop's maitre

53. Which of the following is used for serving pastries/cakes:

(a) Cocotte dish

(b) Fondue fork

(c) Pastry fork

(d) Gateaux slice

54. In a French classical menu, 'Entremet' is:

(a) Cheese

(b) Sweets

(c) Dry fruits

(d) Vegetables

55. A consommé version which is garnished by savoury custard cubes, is called:

(a) Consommé Garibaldi

(b) Consommé Carmen

(c) Consommé Royale

(d) Consommé Ailerons
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56. Standard accompaniment to be served with 'Fish Orly' is:

(a) Tomato sauce

(b) Hollandaise sauce

(c) Tartare sauce

(d) Caper sauce

57. Which of the following cutlery is Not a part of 'English Breakfast Cover':

(a) Side knife

(b) Soup spoon

(c) Fish fork

(d) Dessert spoon

58. A knitted or padded cover used to cover the beverage pot to keep it warm, is called:

(a) Jami

(b) Sushi

(c) Cosy

(d) Napperon

59. Which of the following is a herbal tea:

(a) Calypso

(b) Tisane

(c) Beef tea

(d) Lemon tea

60. The KOT which says 'In place of' is marked as:

(a) En place

(b) Retour

(c) Suivant

(d) En passant
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61. Best serving temperature for coffee & milk while doing table service is:

(a) Coffee 78º C, Milk 75º C

(b) Coffee 85º C, Milk 75º C

(c) Coffee 90º C, Milk 65º C

(d) Coffee 82º C, Milk 68º C

62. 'Perrier' is a brand name of:

(a) Sparkling water from Scotland

(b) Sparkling water from France

(c) Beer from Germany

(d) Beer from Australia

63. A flat tray of silver, other metal or glass used for carrying or serving glasses, cups, and dishes

at a table; is called:

(a) Salver

(b) Cruet

(c) Cozy

(d) Doily

64. A cloth of 1 m × 1 m dimensions, used to cover a tablecloth in a restaurant; is called:

(a) Serviette

(b) Slip cloth

(c) Tea cloth

(d) Howthorne

65. The white grape variety 'Trebbiano' is from:

(a) Italy

(b) France

(c) Madeira

(d) Australia
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66. A French word reflecting the expression in a wine for soil, climate and farming methods of a

vineyard site, is:

(a) Vintage

(b) Aspect

(c) Chateau

(d) Terroir

67. A deep curve at the bottom of a champagne bottle to withstand the pressure is called:

(a) Punt

(b) Pupitre

(c) Krug

(d) Ayala

68. A dense , white, frothy yeast developed on the surface of ageing sherry is known as:

(a) Criadera

(b) Bodega

(c) Flor

(d) Quintas

69. A cocktail made using the same ingredients as used in martini, but garnished with pearl onion

instead of olive, is called:

(a) Bond martini

(b) Margharita

(c) Martini souzo

(d) Gibson

70.  A chilled drink made with rum, lime and sugar, is:

(a) Martini

(b) Daiquiry

(c) Rickey

(d) Sling
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71. The close end of a cigar which is cut while smoking is known as:

(a) Foot

(b) Head

(c) Spike

(d) Vitola

72. A brand of liquor served when the guest doesn't specify a brand. Also referred as house

brand, is:

(a) Call brand

(b) Under brand

(c) Well brand

(d) Par brand

73. A temporary structure erected over the buffet counter during the outdoor catering function. May

be made of aluminium and fabric of bright colours, is called:

(a) Riser

(b) Pipe & drape

(c) Podium

(d) Canopy

74. Which of the following is Not a system of Handling Tip:

(a) Pooling system

(b) p/v system

(c) individual system

(d) point system

75.  The Alembic still is associated with:

(a) Continuous stills

(b) Pot stills

(c) Coffey Stills

(d) Patent stills
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76. A floating oriental flower arrangement is known as:

(a) Ikebana

(b) Moribana

(c) Ukibana

(d) Morimano

77. ___________refers to leafy plant materials used in flower arrangements.

(a) Kenzan

(b) Foliage

(c) Oasis

(d) Petals

78. Which of the following is not a water based paint ?

(a) Emulsion paint

(b) Silicate paint

(c) Lime wash

(d) Asbestos paint

79. Two layers of paper & cotton fibre are bonded together and embossed to produce which wall

paper ?

(a) Supaglypta

(b) Anaglypta

(c) Embossed papers

(d) Ingrained papers

80. Standard sizes of naperon is

(a) 40 × 40 inches

(b) 42 × 42 inches

(c) 36 × 36 inches

(d) 38 × 38 inches
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81. The chemical name of Borax is :

(a) Sodium bicarbonate

(b) Sodium pyroborate

(c) Sodium carbonate

(d) Sodium perborate

82. On the scale of hardness which of the following abrasives scores the lowest.

(a) Calcite

(b) Yeldspar

(c) Carborundum

(d) Pumice

83. Which of these microbal controls is suitable for the action "reducing the microbal count to an

acceptable level?"

(a) Disinfection

(b) Sanitation

(c) Antiseptic

(d) Sterilization

84. Jeweller's rouge is the common name for the chemical

(a) Ferric tetroxide

(b) Ferric sulphate

(c) Tartaric acid

(d) Zinc oxide

85. Which of the following is not oxidising bleach?

(a) Bleaching powder

(b) Sodium hypochlorite

(c) Sodium per carbonate

(d) Sodium hydrosulphite
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86. Articles left or misplaced by guests in the hotel are known as

(a) Lost and Found

(b) Unclaimed

(c) Reverse stock

(d) Handle with care

87. Optimum amount of illumination level required in guest rooms of hotel is

(a) 220 lux

(b) 300 lux

(c) 150 lux

(d) 50-100 lux

88. Blinds made from strips of wood are known as

(a) Balastore blinds

(b) Pleatex blinds

(c) Pinoleum blinds

(d) Austrian blinds

89. Purple, yellow orange & yellow green form which of the following colour scheme

(a) Complementary colour scheme

(b) Split complementary colour scheme

(c) Double complementary colour scheme

(d) Double analogus colours scheme

90. Bitumastic flooring is a type of

(a) Semi-hard flooring

(b) Resilient hard flooring

(c) Non-resilient hard flooring

(d) Soft flooring
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91. Turkoman is a type of

(a) Carpet

(b) Blanket

(c) Mattress

(d) Linen

92. Full form of MSDS

(a) Material safety data sheet

(b) Material safe data sheet

(c) Material safe duty sheet

(d) Man safety duty sheet

93. The number of purchase units consumed between the time that a supply order is placed & the

time that the order is actually received

(a) Lead time quality

(b) Lead time quantity

(c) Maximum inventory quantity

(d) Minimum inventory quantity

94. Box sweeper are also called

(a) Carpet sweeper

(b) Floor sweeper

(c) Dry sweeper

(d) Wet sweeper

95. _________can be defined as the system of interlacing wrap & weft threads in order to produce

a textile fabric

(a) Thread count

(b) Weave

(c) Knitting

(d) Braiding
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96. Grass together with the surface layer of soil held together by their roots is known as

(a) Tazza

(b) Turf

(c) Trellis

(d) Turk

97. Mitre, dovetail, corner block are all examples of

(a) Corner folds

(b) Napkin folds

(c) Types of windows

(d) Furniture joints.

98. Needle punched carpet is a type of

(a) Tufted carpet

(b) Bonded carpet

(c) Oriental carpet

(d) Knitted carpet

99. Which of the following is not a type of a guest complaint

(a) Attitudinal

(b) Technical/mechanical

(c) Unusual complaint

(d) Employee complaint

100. ________________  are used when floors are washed down with water and not mopped

(a) Sweeping brooms

(b) Floor scrubbers

(c) Squeegees

(d) Vacuum cleaners
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1. Candidate must read the instruction before start replying :

(i) There are 100 MCQ questions in this booklet, all carry equal marks.

MCQ 

(ii) For correct answer darken/blacken the appropriate bubble/circle.

(iii) Use blue or black ball point pen.

(iv) Each correct answer carry two marks.

(v) For a wrong answer 0.50 marks will be deducted.

(vi) No mark will be awarded for question not attempted.

(vii) Darkening of two or more bubbles/circles for answering MCQ will be

treated as wrong answer.

Darkening MCQ

2. Candidate must write his/her name, Roll Number and Answer Sheet Number

on the cover page of this Question Paper Booklet.

3. Candidate must hand over the question paper booklet along with Answer Sheet

to the invigilator at the end of Examination.

4. No extra sheet will be given to the candidate for rought work. They can use

any blank space on the question paper booklet for the purpose.
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